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OUf tax system has a strong bias against rwo
earner, married fami lies. This bias came to be 
because of a series of decisions made in the 1930s, 
1940s, and 1950s, and hardly reexamined since. 
T he bias cuts differently at different income levels. 
Among the poorest Americans, a bias against two
earner marriages is a bias against marriage itself. 
Thus it is no surprise, although I think it's a 
stunning disappointment, t hat one out of four 
American children live in single-parent, female
headed households, and that more than half of 
them are below the official poverty line. It 's also 
not all that surprising that the traditional image 
of the family, in which the husband/father works 
full time outside the home and the wife/mother 
works full time inside it, continues to predomi
nate among t he very wealthiest Americans. 
Eighty percent ofCEOs of Fortune 500 compan ies 
are married men with stay-at-home wives. Finally, 
the same bias creates stress in the vast middle 
classes, where married mothers face difficult 
choices between staying home full time-thereby 
sacrificing an important labor-market presence and 
harming themselves in the increasingly likely 
possibility of a later divorce-and working full 
time inside and outside the home, juggling two 
domains of work for little, if any, take-home 
dollars. All the while, men face little pressure to 

change their ways, and the workplace continues to 

favor a dominant model of full-time, full-commit
ment work. 

That's the basic story of my book, Taxing 
'VomeIJ-how a large and coercive instrument of 
state control , the tax system, was set up in one set 
of circumstances to favor one kind of family, and 
how it continues to exert pressures today under 
ve ry di ffe rem circumstances. 

I'd like to view this basic story from different 
perspectives by telling fou r tales, with apologies 
to Chaucer: t he Accountant's Tale, the Historian's 
Tale, the Economist's Tale, and the Social Theo
rist's Tale. I'll cut right to the bottom line and 



begin with the most basic and down-to-earth 
perspecti ve. 

THE ACCOUNTANT'S TALE 

Let 's start witb some basic facts of life in Ameri
ca raday. Almost all married men work, and al
most all married men who do so work full time, 
well ovet 95 percent. They usually earn much 
more than their wives do when the wives also 
work. Conversely, about 40 percent of married 
mothers of young children stay home. fn most 
si ngle-earner families, it's the husband who works. 
A single-earner family where it is the wife who 
works is likely to be a lower-income fami ly with 
an unemployed or unemployable husband. So, for 
various reasons, rhe man 's salary is fixed as the 
primary one. It 's not just because he earns more, 
but also because it's taken for granted rhar he 
works. Men's work comes first, and once we take 
rhar as a fixed fact of life-it doesn 't have to be, 
bur it is for most Americans-the following 
things starr to happen. 

Let's consider the situation of a husband and 
wife with two children. Let's say the man is 
earning $60,000, and the wife is offered a job 
paying $30,000. That roughly captures tbe ratio 
of working wives' salaries to their husbands'. On 
average, a working wife earns about two-thirds of 
what her husband earns, but to make it easy here 
we're saying she's offered a job paying $30,000. 
But she's not going to take that home. The first 
thing we do is factor in taxes, and taxes are going 
to cut her salary in half. She's going to lose about 
$15,000 to a combination of income tax, Social 
Security, and state and local taxes. The income tax 
starts at a high rate because of joint filing; this is 
something I'll talk about more in the Historian 's 
Tale, but basically joint filing means that her first 
dollar is taxed at a rate dictated by his salary. So 
she doesn't have a zero bracket like he does when 
he entered the work force. Her very first dollar, 
in this particular example, is in the 28-percent 
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income tax bracket. And over the range in which 
they are earning together, she'll enter into even 
higher brackets of 31- 32 percent. 

She also starts, on her very first dollar, paying 
Social Security taxes of about 7.65 percent out of 
her paycheck; her employer has ro chip in an equal 
amount. Working wives are already benefited 
under tbe Social Security system by virtue of a 
stay-at-home spousal share, so she's paying a pure 
tax here with no benefit. When we add the 7.65 
percent to 30 percent, and then add in state and 
local taxes, an increasingly significant phenom
enon in America, it's pretty easy to get up to a 50 
percent marginal tax rate. 

Taxes are not , however, the only expenses that 
come out of her salary. If she goes to work, the 
family is going to have to do something about 
child care. The most common way of dealing with 
the situation of child care is to use some unpaid 
option-to take advantage of relatives or friends. 
But if you have to pay, you have to pay dearly. So 
let's say the family has to pay $200 per week to 
care for two children . (Surveys and statistics sug
gest that this is not an unrealistic figure. It 's 
higher than the average, but the average numbers 
tend to be pulled down by unpaid options. ) The 
sum of $200 per week adds up to roughly $10,000 
per working year. The biggest benefit she could 
get back on her tax forms, in terms of a child-care 
credit , would be less than $ 1,000. Since she's un
likely to get even that, for a variety of reasons that 
I won't go into here , I've simplified the situation 
and left it out of the equation. 

Child care is not the only additional expense the 
family will face. Two-earner couples face a myriad 
of costs over and above one-earner couples. They 
see expenses from the loss of the services that a 
stay-at-home wife would be providing--dry 
cleaning, housekeeping, restaurant meals , more 
expensive in-home food, commuting. If all these 
extra expenses average $100 a week-and that 
seems to be a conservative estimate from consumer 
surveys-that'S another $5,000 per year with no 
tax: break. If you've been doing the arithmetic, 
you can quickly see that the bottom line is zero. 
Her $30,000 job brings home noching. This is 
not an unrealistic story. The average working wife 
sees two-thi rds of her salaty lost to taxes and 
work-related expenses, and some women actually 
lose money by working. 

Now let's talk about the primary earner. In an 
example I work out in my book, 1 show how a 
$2,000 raise can more than match the $30,000 job 
offer for the wife. Of course, in this example, with 
that bottom line of zero, even a $1 raise is better. 
He might even be in a lower marginal tax bracket 
than his wife, if he has passed the Social Security 
ceiling of approxjmatcly $60,000. His additional 
work doesn't open up the need for child care or 
generate many, if any, of those additional work
related expenses. This incentive structure favors 
and rewards traditional one-earner families. If a 
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woman wanes to work. there are plenty of incen
tives not to be married or not to have children in 
the first place. Children provide an incemive for 
one person to stay at home-almost always the 
wife-and for the Other person co work more. 
When we look across America, we see that pattern 
playing itself out. 

To summarize more systematically, six factOrs 
underlie the Accountant 's Tale: 1) joint filing ; 2) 
the structure of Social Security; 3) nontaxation of 
the imputed income from self-supplied child care 
and other home production (i.e., if you stay at 
home. you're providing valuable services, but 
you're not paying any tax on the value of these 
benefits); 4) inadequate deductions for child care 
and other work-related expenses of the secondary
earning spouse; 5) the fringe benefits system, 
which tewards you through the tax system if 
you' re a sing le-earner family and often forces the 
second earner to take fringe benefits the family 
doesn't need; and 6) state and local taxes that are 
parasitic on the federal tax srructure. Now, I'm 
not going to turn this intO a Lawyer's Tale; nobody 
wants to hear that. But I want to underscore an 
important idea-that the way things are is poli
tical and that the system was set up to entrench 
and reward one particular model of the family, to 

the exclusion of other possible models. The kinds 
of changes that I chink are possible and that I'm 
advocati ng are in the direction of a more flexible, 
more JUSt, and more neutral set of rules. To make 
this clear, I would Like m discuss these six facmrs 
in their historical context. 

THE HISTORIAN'S TALE 
I'll deal with them chronologically, starting 

with Social Security. Social Security is a big tax. 

When it began in tbe 1930s Social Security was a 
bigger tax than the income tax. The income tax 
progressed from a small tax on the wealthy to a 
mass tax during World War II, with the brilliant 
invention of wage withholding . By 1945, the 
income tax had leaped up to a level of 9 percent 
of gross domest ic product, where it has pretty 
much stuck. (When it gets too high, a Democrat 
usually gets thrown out of office and some Repub-
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liean comes in and cutS taxes.) It's a different story 
with payroll taxes such as Social Security, which 
have shown a steady increase, so that by 1990 the 
payroll tax system accounted for 85 percent as 
mudl revenue as the income tax did. This may be 
a surprising fact, but more than 90 percent of 
Americans pay more in payroll taxes than they pay 
in income taxes. You don't see it; you don't fill 
our a form; it's not associated with the IRS; politi
cians don 't talk about it. But when you combine 
the 7.65 percent that comes out of each employee's 
pocket with the equal share that com es out of the 
employer's-but which all economists agree is in 
effect paid by the worker-you see that Social 
Security is pretty much a flat 15.3 percent tax on 
wages, with no zero bracket or other adjustment 
for family size, etc. That is a steep tax. 

Social Security also has a very strong gender bias 
built into it because of decisions made in 1937 
and 1939. Social Security was first pur in place 
in 1935 by the Roosevelt administration. It was 
intended to be an actuarially funded system, so in 
the early years it was building up a reserve. Bur 
in 1936, things changed. John Maynard Keynes's 
General Theory of E11lplOYllle1ll, Interest and Money 
was published, which suggested that maybe it 
wasn't a good idea for a government to be buildjng 
up a surplus in the Depression. The government 
decided to spend the reserve money, so a Social 
Security Advisory Commission was set up in 1937 
to decide how to spend it. There were twO candi
dates for extending benefits: one was to give some 
benefits to domestic and agricultural workers, who 
were largely African American; that idea didn't go 
very far. The second recommendation was ro ex
tend benefirs to stay-at-home wives by creating a 
spousal share. This idea was widely popillar. 
When the modification was first PUt into place, it 
was even explicitly sexist: wives who didn't work 
gOt a benefi t. 

Bur there was a little g litch that the reformers 
didn't think of--ot did think of, actually. What 
about the working wife? This wife would get 
benefits anyway as a spouse. What were we going 
to do with her when she entered the work force? 
And the answer was: tax ber anyway by nOt giving 
her any exemption level over the range in which 
her work did not generate any additional Social 
Security benefits. The commission noticed this in 
1937, but they thought it was a good thing, for the 
explicit reason that married women ought not to 
be competing with sing le women. (In other 
words, they accepted that there was a segregated 
work force-there were male jobs and female jobs. 
They were simply ttying to protect si ngle women 
by keeping married women from working .) That 
might have been all right then, when Social Secu
rity was a flat tWO percent tax. But right now 
Social Security is at 15.3 percent, when we factor 
in the employer's share along with the employee's. 
It's a big tax, and working wives are getting little 
if any benefit from what they're paying inco that 
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system. (There are possible exceptions, as when a 
secondary-earning spouse divorces before 10 years 
of marriage. Social Security is a complex matter. 
But these details don't change the basic fact that 
many women ate paying a pure tax under Social 
Securi ty.) 

J oint fi ling under the income tax also has an 
interesting and complex history. It was instituted 
in 1948. H usbands and wives were defined as a 
single taxable unit. T his, by itself, did not create 
a "marriage penalty"; during the period from 1948 
to 1969, you could see your taxes go down on 
getting marr ied but never go lip. But joint filing 
created a big factor in the Accountant's Tale-the 
secondary-earner bias. By calling husbands and 
wives a si ngle taxpayer unit, the government 
created an incentive to think of whose salary 
came firs t . Who got to take advantage of the zero 
bracket? Who was it who might ?lot work? This 
is a perfectly appropriate way to th ink in account
ing and economics. Once you think that way, it's 
overwhelm ingly likely that the wife's work is 
going to come second, p ushi ng her inca a tax 
bracket dictated by her husband's salary. The 
secondary-earner bias is rarely talked about, but 
it's a big problem . Most countries that have a 
comprehensive tax system have now moved away 
from joint filing. Italy reverted from joint to 

separate filing in 1979, and England did so in 
1990. We do have a possibili ty ofn ling separately 
even though married, but it's not the same thing 
as separate filing, and most married couples would 
pay more tax if they did this. More than 97 per
cent of married couples file jointly, and, as far as 
I can tell , the other 3 percent consists mainly of 
estranged but still married couples who won't 
sign the same form. 

T he third and fourth factO rs from the Accoun
tant's Tale concern child-care deductions. A court 
decision in 1939 ruled that child-care expenses of 
two-earner couples were not business expenses; 
they were personal expenses, attributable to the 
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fact of having children. This se t a baseline in 
which we view child-care relief as exceptional or 
aberrational-as somehow subsidizing a personal 
decision to have children, rather than a legitimate 
work-related expense of two-earner families. 
Starting in 1954, the government did some 
very small and grudging things: they instituted 
a maxim um $600 per family deduct ion, which 
stayed at $600 into the 1970s, not indexed for 
inflation. This just applied to couples earning less 
than $20,000 in 1954, a num ber that did go up a 
bit. The idea was to target some small relief to 

!ower- and middle-income famil ies, on the theory 
that rich wives shouldn't be working anyway. T he 
law viewed working wives as some kind of excep
tion to a general rule. 

Today we have a ch ild-care credit. It's more 
generous than the 1954 deduc tion, but the fact 
of the matter is that it is still grudging, and not 
very many people bother to take advantage of it. 
Among married couples earning less than 
$10,000, no one gets a child-care credit; couples 
earning $10,000 to $20 ,000 get an annual average 
of $250, or about $5 a week. By the t ime you're 
making $200,000 a year, the federal government 
might give you $500 back, or $10 a week, for 
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chad care. The numbers are a lit tle better for 
single parents, but not much . You can see that 
an incredibly small percentage of married couples 
even bother to claim the credit (the dark line in 
the g raph is the joint retur ns). That continues to 
be true until you get intO pretty high income 
ranges. 
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T he particular problem among lower-income 
families is that the child-care credi t is nonrefund
able. That means that you don't get any benefit 
from it unless you're paying positive income taxes. 
(A negative income tax means YOll get a net pay
ment from the government.) Since the poorest 
one-third or so of American households do not pay 
posirive income taxes, they get no benefi t from a 
nonrefundable credit. Those households are 
paying taxes, but they're paying taxes in the form 
of losing the benefit of the earned-income tax 
credit. The people who set up this sys tem were 
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aware of what they were doing. LegislatOrs would 
stand up on the floor of Congress and say. in es
sence: "We don 't want to help two-earner fami lies; 
we don't want to help working wives; we don't 
chi nk women should be working." Late! y. in the 
1980s and 1990s, people use cnde language about 
how important it is to have stay-at-home parents, 
but they are still opposing working wives. 

T he secondary-earner deduction also has an in
teresting history. As 1 mentioned earlier, a typical 
second earner eorets the work force at a SO percent 
tax rate. She doesn't have the benefit that a pri
mary earnet has of going through a range in which 
she's not paying posi tive taxes. An obvious thing 
to do would be to give her some deduction to 
account for various work-related expenses and to 
replicate the effect of having her own zero bracket. 
In 1981, the first great Reagan tax reform was put 

The conservatives had convinced rhemselves char women were working on ly in 
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order to pay (axes. If, in fan, women want to work , the logic would run 

cxacrly in [he opposite direction. 

in place, which allowed a relatively small second
ary-earner deduction: 10 percenc of the lesser
earning spouse's salary up co $30,000, thus a max
imum deduCtion of $3,000. That looks like it was 
a nod co help working women, bur in 1981, there 
were also serious proposals for separate filing and 
Other things that would have helped two-earner 
couples a lot more. This limited second-earner 
deduCtion was the cheapest option on the table, 
and they went with it. The end of the Story comes 
five years later, when they repealed it. 

Many of you may still remember the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986-it featured a quite radical 
simplification of the tax laws and a dramatic 
lowering of the tax rates. In the decades before 
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that, the highest rate bracket was very high for the 
wealthiest Americans-for a brief while during 
World War IJ it was 94 percent. Since then we've 
had tWO great tax-reducing presidents. The fust 
was John F. Kennedy, who lowered the top rate to 
70 petcent in 1963. It stayed rhete until 1981, 
when Reagan lowered it to 50 percent. Five years 
later, he lowered it again co 28 percent. 

By 1986, a conservative idea had been floating 
around for many years, namely that women were 
working in order to pay taxes. Conservatives 
believed that the reason we were seei ng more twO

earner families was rhat taxes had increased so that 
the husband's salary alone was no longer sufficient 
to support the household, and the wife had to 

work to generate enough cash to pay the taxes. 
The conservatives thus thought that the way to get 
women back into the home was to lower taxes. 
Reagan , in his brief statement in signing the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986, singled our its incentives to 

get women to Stay home as one of the principal 
advantages of the law. He said it would make it 
economic to raise childten again. 

This rurned our to be exactly wrong. The con
servatives had convinced themselves that women 
were working only in order to pay taxes. If, in 
fact, women want to work, the logic would run 
exactly in the opposite direction. High taxes deter 
work effort; hence, lowering taxes would increase 
married women's work. Guess which answer won ? 
Women tlJal1t to work. After the 1986 tax reduc
tion, there was a 25 percent surge in married 
women entering the work force. 

Bringing the HistOrian's Tale up to the present, 
conservatives now face the question: how can they 
lower taxes, which they always wane to do, with
out helpiog married working women, which they 
never want to do? We learned in 1986 that 
lowering tax rates across the board was the wrong 
answer. What's the right answer? A pcr-child 
(not child-care) credit. In his 1996 campaign , 
Bob Dole came up with the wi tty slogan of "lS 
lS-1S"-a 15 percent across-the-board rate Cllt. 
Conservatives didn't want him to do that, because 
a general rate reduction, as in 1986, would help 
working wives. The Contract 'with America, written 
in 1994, called fot a pet-child credit instead of any 
general rate reduction; the Christian Coalition 
published a parallel tract, also supporting the idea. 
I t was by far the most expensive element of tax 
reduction in the Contract with America, accounting 
for $162 billion out of a $300 billion toral tax 
reduction-much more expensive than capi tal 
gains reduction or any(hing else. Bill CLnton 
signed onto this , and this is the proposal in the 
budget act-a per-child (not child-cate) ctedi t. 
[The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, signed into law 
in August, incorporated this change.] 

There are twO problems with a per-child credit 
from the point of view of taxing women. First of 
all , it's nonrefundable. Forry percent of American 
families will get no benefit ftom the per-child 
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credit, and, of course, they're the poorest, neediest 
40 percent. Second, it maintains the high tax 
rates facing working wives. It's a form of tax re
dunion that doesn't change the Accountant's Tale 
at all, except to give families more money in the 
first p lace, whether the wife works or not. This 
would presumably cut against het incentive to 
work. and if you look at the language of the Con
tract with Amer·ica. you can see quite clearly that 
it's deliberate. 

The history of tax in America, from at least the 
1930s down to the present day, shows time and 
again the rules being set in a way rigged against 
working wives and mothers. The work force itself 
has changed, but tax hasn't . 

ThE ECONOM1ST 'S TALE 

Now we get to the fun stuff. I'd like to sketch 
out some of the basics of the theory of optimal tax, 
originated by Frank Ramsey in 1927, and show 
how it applies to the problems of taxing women. 
I'm also looking ahead ro the ultimate connect ion 
to the Social Theorist's Tale. 

To learn about the idea of optimal tax, I invite 
you to imagine that you're on an island that has 
only two commodities- apples and oranges, each 
selling for $1. (Someone rold me rhar ar Calrech 
rhat should be Apples and fBMs, but ]' m a lawyer; 
I'll stick wi th the fru it.) Because tbe market is 
perfectly competit ive, an ind ividual se ller raising 
the price would be undersold; anybody selling for 
less would go bankrupt. In this simple story, let 's 
imagi ne that 100 apples and 100 oranges ace 
purchased . 

Now the government comes onto tbe scene and 
decides char it needs $100. How is the govern
ment going to raise the $lOO? The easy answer 
is to put a 50 percent tax on both apples and 
oranges. Bur nothing is coo easy in economics. 
because trungs change in the face of tax. First, the 
price of apples and oranges would each go up to 

$2 because the seller still needs to net $1. Ifhe 
sells for $2, he will give 50 percent, Ot $1, to the 
government, keeping the $1 he needs, by defini
tion, to break even. This price change means 
changes in the demand for apples and oranges. 
But what, exactly, happens next? Because we're 
in the Economisc's Tale, the answer is: it depends. 
More specifically, it depends on the nature of the 
demand side. 

Under this stylized example, let's assume that 
tbe demand for apples is what we call complerely 
inelastic. Because people have to have an apple a 
day to keep the doctor away, they' ll pay any price 
for that apple. So that means the 100 apples will 
still be purchased, even at the price of $2. On the 
other hand , ler's say the demand for oranges is 
relatively elast ic, or flexible in the face of changing 
prices. W hen the price goes up, people decide 
thac oranges aren't worth it . If we insisted on 
taxi ng oranges, no one would buy them, and the 
market in oranges would shut down completely. 
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Economists view [his as si ll y, or inefficient, and 
this is why Ramsey developed his theory of ideal 
taxat ion. Applying the optimal tax solution, you 
should only tax inelastically demanded goods. So, 
we should be taxing apples-and things like cig
arettes, alcohol, and gasoline-and not oranges. 
Let's go back to the island example. If we imposed 
a 50 percenr tax on apples alone and no tax at all 
on oranges, the government would still get its 
$100. Apple sellers wouldn't cate because they 
would still be selling their 100 apples for a nct, 
after-tax price of $1. But orange sellers and 
orange buyers would now be satisfied. We could 
repeal the silly and unproductive 50 percenr tax 
on oranges. 

Now you may be asking: What does this have 
to do with taxing women? It turns Out that 
women are like orange eaters and men are like 
apple eaters. Men are inelastic suppliers of labor; 
that is, they work full time, all the time. They 
doo 't know what else to do. They work at least 
40 hours a week; it doesn't maner what you pay 
them. Women , on the ocher hand , are very sensi
tive to the wage rate. This is what we learned in 
1986, a fact rhat anybody who had been paying 
attention would have al ready known (but that 
anybody rudn't include Ronald Reagan or the 
other conservative advocates of the Tax Reform 
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In the hal( century 

between 1940 and 1990, 

the percentage of married 

women who were working 

rose steadily from 8.6 

percent to 64 percent. 

Ace of 1986). When we effeceively raised [he 
take-horne pay of women by lowering caxes, 
women worked more. 

Michael Boski n, a conservative econom ist at 
Stanford University and the Hoover Insri[Ute, and 
chairman of President Bush's Council of Economic 
Advisers , coamhored a paper in 1983 that sug
gested taxing married men twice as much as 
married women. That's the optimal thing to do. 
Men are like apple eaters; we should tax them. 
Women are like orange eaters; we should leave 
them (relatively) alone. So thac's the Economist's 
Tale. 

Between the Economist's Tale and rhe Social 
Theorist 's Tale lies an academic divide that I'd like 
to try to bridge here. It is especially noticeable in 
the legal academy, where I spend much of my 
t ime. On the one hand , the law and economics 
movement has been pursuing a wealch and utility 
maximizing project, d rawing on all of the tools of 
modern economic theory, including finance, game 
theory, and welfare economics. On the other hand, 
many other scholars, operating our of a classical 
liberal , social contractarian, or communirarian 
perspective, have recoiled from what they see as 
the quasi-science of the utilitarian camp--or what 
they take as an obsession with markers and money, 
to the exclusion of ocher more important and 
fundamental values. The twO broad camps gen
erally fail, and sometimes even refuse to attempt, 
to communicate wi th each ocher. I take this to be 
an unfortunate State of affairs. Life lies in the mid
dle of such academic divides. Real people care 
about money and markets, for one obvious th ing, 
but there is also much that a social tbeory, nOt 
whoUy utilitarian, can learn from social science 
and vice versa. 

Matters such as tax are fint, foremost, and 
finally matters of politics. Bur we can no longer 
afford to dismiss politics as "mere politics," as if 
reason and logic can play no role in advising our 
communal political decisions. Ir 's an unavoidable 
fact that we have only our common sense, our 
collective reason, to appeal to in deciding what is 
JUSt or fair in maners such as tax . But there is no 
very good reason for our collective community noc 
to look at the teachings of social science and to 
interpret rhem as it sees fit-all in the interest of a 
deeper and richer conceprion of what is fair or just. 

It 's pretty easy to see that we would not want 
simply to go down the route of optimal taxation
taxing only the apples. For example, on the 
commodity side, optimal taxation would suggest 
taxing life-sustaining drugs, such as insul in, at 
particularly high rates, and trivial commodi ries, 
such as candy bars, at low rates. Bur that would 
interfere with our settled ineuitions of fairness and 
justice. On the labor-supply side, optimal income 
taxation might suggest finding ways to single our 
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people with a relatively committed work eth.ic
recent immigrants perhaps-and tax them at high 
rates, while leaving lazy people more or less alone. 
We wou ldn't wane to do that either. Bur the 
Econom ist's Tale iI relevane nonerheless, even if it 
is not decisive, and it is part icularly relevant to 

gender justice in America today. The Economist's 
Tale showed us that women are confli cted; they 
face difficult choices. The Accountant's Tale told 
us that we have pi led a [ax burden on what was 
already an overstressed and overburdened group of 
people. And the Historian's Tale told us that we 
did it on purpose. There's something wrong there. 
With the Social Theorist's Tale, I come to what I 
consider the biggest payoff for wotk in tax. It 
doesn't necessarily have anything to do wirh tax, 
but rather with the broader ideals of fairness. 

THE SOCIAL THEORIST'S TALE 

There arc many objective measures of women's 
equality-such as labor-market participation rates 
and wage levels, which are improving-bur there 
are also subjecrive indicat ions of their distress. 
Women of all sortS, but particularly married 
mothers, appear to be unhappy. H ow can this be? 
H ow can the objective signs of success or equality 
coexist with subjective signs of despai r? In 1940, 
8.6 percent of marr ied morhers with children 
under [he age of six worked. By 1990, [his was 64 
percent-a pretty steady increase of about 10 
percent per decade. That 's an astonishing demo-
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graphic change, and you would expect i[ to be 
accompanied by chang ing models of work or the 
family, Unfortunately, thi s d idn't happen. Mean
while, the gender wage gap, after sticking at 59 
percent throughout [he 1960s and 1970s, has dra
maticall y declined since about 1980. The gender 
gap is gone altogether in some subsectors. We are 
now getting calls to repeal affirmative action. It 
looks to many as though we've arrived in the 
Promised land. 

But we know better than that because che 
Accountant 's Tale, the Historian 's Tale, and the 
Economist's Tale have raised objectively g rounded 
doubts. We can support these doubts with an 



The gender wage gap, most 

remarkable during the 

sixties and seventies, when 

women earned less t han 60 

percent of male salaries, 

now appears to be on 

its way out. 

Far right: Although men's 

rate of participation in the 

labor force appears to 

have declined sharply over 

the last 40 years (solid 

line) , the percentage of 

men 25-44 working has 

consistent ly remained over 

95 percent. The drop is 

due to t he fact that men 

are retiring earlier and 

living longer. 

Right: About 25 percent of 

working women work part 

time, but this figure is 

mainly driven by women 

under 25 and over 55. 

Part-time work has not 

offered a good option for 

women in their prime 

earning years. 
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empathetic common sense that te lls us that some
ching is wrong when ic comes CO gender and jus
tice in America today. So lec's look a litcle more 
closely, and also more broadly, at labor markecs in 
America. 

Because of that stunni ng demographic cbange 
involvi ng married women working, we would 
expect either che workplace or male behavior co 
have changed. But we're not going to find either 
one of those trends. First, let's look at part-time 
work. A lot of people th ink chat more married 
women are working part ti me. That's wrong. 
There are fewer married women working parr time 
today than there were, as a percentage, in 1959. 
About 25 percent of women who work do so parr 
ti me. This figure is often cited to suggest that 
part-time work is a helpful answer to the dilem
mas facing married mothers today. It's nOt. In 
tracki ng the situation of women, the Census 
Bureau lumps them into four age categories: 16-
19 (teenagers), 20-24 (often students), 25-54 
(most women doing mOSt things), and 55 and 
older. The 25- 54 age group is the leas/likely to 

feature pan-time workers. The overall average 
thac makes up that 25 percent is fueled by older 
women and teenagers, so it's dear that parr-time 
work hasn 't offered much of a solution to the 
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problems facing marr ied mothers. Parr-time 
work is usually low in pay, low in prestige, and 
unlikely to survive the Accountant's Tale 's rigid 
calculus. 

Across the board , there's some movement in 
part-time and flexible-time work, but it 's more 
on the demand side of firms, rather than on the 
supply side of individual workers. it's motivated 
by fInDS that are looking to citcumvent fringe
benefit laws. firms that want a more flexible work 
force that they can hire and fi re ill the event of 
business-cycle contractions and so forth. We can 
also pull Out of the part-time labor numbers that 
percentage of people working part tiIDe who are 
doing so involuntarily. This turns out to be a very 
high percentage. 

Now, what's been happening to rbe male side of 
the picture? Occasionally people say that part of 
the narrowing gender wage gap is due to changing 
male behavior, and they can point to some statis
tics to show this. In 1955,91 percent of all mar
ried men were in che work force; by 1987, the 
number had dropped to about 78 percent. That's 
not as big a change as on the women's side, but it 
still looks like a significant shift. Bur there's rea
son to be suspicious that it is really much of a 
change at alL If we break that into the subcate
gories of meo 25 to 34 and 35 to 44, men in their 
prime parenting years, we find that nothing much 
has happened. More than 97 percent of married 
men between 25 and 44 were in the work force in 
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1955, and by 1987 the number had dropped 
to about 96 percent. Why is ie, then, that male 
labor force participation appears to be declining? 
The entire effect is driven by what is happening 
to men older than 55. They're retiring earlier and 
living longer; they' re a bigger percentage of the 
populat ion. 

So, what haJ happened since 1940? lc rurns Out 
that, although the workplace didn 't change and 
men didn't change, women did. Women now face 
a choice between staying home full t ime or work
ing full rime, and those women who work are now 
working like men have always worked- full time 
and with full comm itment. Since they haven't 
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been given good part-time opportunities, and 
since there's been relat ively lit tle change on the 
male side in regard to men helping out at home or 
working less than full time, women have started to 

act like men. A variery of statistics back this up. 
Like men, women are now marrying later; for 
example, over the last 20 years, the percentage of 

If we had better tax provisions for child care, it might give more money co rhe 

42 

important sector of our economy tbat cares for children, while giv ing women 

more choices . 

women age 25 who are married has dropped 
from 67 to 33 percent. Women are having fewer 
children and are having them later in life. And 
working women are educating themselves more, 
signaling that they're serious about work. Women 
are also staying in their jobs longer. 

This whole scenario could have been predicted 
from the biases I mentioned at the beginning. 
Remember, the basic story of taxing women is the 
bias against two-earner families. Among the 
poorer classes, that's a bias against marriage. This 
means more single parents and more single parents 
working full time. Among the wealthier classes, 
it's a bias for stay-at-home wives, while the men 
continue to work full time. And in the middle, 
it means stress and an all-or-nothing effect for 
women-stay home or work full time inside and 
outside the home. A small group of women is 
looking for flexible options, but they're not going 
to find them, by and latge. They are going to 

have to work full time and with full commitment, 
[00. 

CONCLUSION: HOPES FOR CHANGE 

There is some good news. There are lots of 
relatively easy things we can do to fix the prob-
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lems of taxing women. The firs t one is to return 
to separate fwng under the income tax. We had 
separate filing in America before 1948, and, as I 
mentioned earlier, most councries mat have a 
comprehensive tax system have now moved to 

separate filing . This would creat husbands and 
wives as individuals, and would mean thar a 
secondary-earning wife would have her own zero 
bracket; she would not be in an income tax 
bracket dictated by her husband's salary. Another 
feature of it is that it picks up the optimal tax 
solution, because it is, in effect, an increase in the 
tax on men and a decrease in the tax on women. It 
also gives an inducement and encouragement for 
men to cut back on their labor-market participa
tion and provides an incencive to families and 
firms to think of more creative parr-time and 
flexible-time work. 

Another fairly easy thing to do is to allow a 
secondary-earner exemption under Social Security. 
Ir's a pure tax on working wives designed to sub
sidize single earners and other families. It's pretty 
easy to give a secondary-earner exemption, which 
would give two-earner families money that they 
could use for work-related expenses, such as child 
care. 

That's yet another easy thing to do: bener child
care provisions. There are many reasons to con
sider cbild care a legitimate business expense. I t's 
occasioned by the decision of the fami ly to have 
two earners. It 's tbe work and not the kids that is 
the proximate cause of the expense. If we had 
better tax provisions for child care, it might give 
more money to the important secror of our econ
omy that cares for children, while giving women 
more cboices. 

Then there's fringe-benefit reform, which looks 
a lot like the secondary-earner exemption. Lots of 
famili es are forced to take duplicate fringe benefits 
that have already been extended to the whole 
family under the primary earner's salary. To keep 
things neutral and fair, we should let women opt 
our of these benefits that they simply don't need, 
and cake cash inscead. This should be tax-free 
cash, since fringe benefits are tax free . And we 
should simply get rid altogether of marriage 
penalties on lower-income families. 

All of these proposals are relatively easy to 

implemenr, and they all have precedents in what 
other counuies have done or what we ourselves 
have done in times past. They can be justified on 
the basis of social fairness and neutrality. And 
they are all supported by the "utilitarian" teachings 
of social science. But we need both the will and 
the unders tanding in order to do them. I hope 
that my work helps, at least with the latter. 0 

Republicam in Cong"'s, partly i7lJpired by McCaffery's 
hook, haflt! recently proposed a Marriage-Tax Elimina
tion Act ,hal would give married couples the option of 
filing separately. 


